One common problem at hospitals is the extreme variation in daily (even hourly) workload pressure for nurses. The operating room is considered to be the main engine and hence the main generator of variance in the hospital. It is our belief that integrating the operation room scheduling process with the nurse scheduling process is a simple, yet effective way to achieve considerable savings in staffing costs. The purpose of this paper is threefold. First of all, we present a concrete model that integrates both the nurse and the operating room scheduling process. Secondly, we show how the column generation technique approach, often employed for nurse scheduling problems, can easily cope with this model extension. Thirdly, by means of a large number of computational experiments we provide an idea of the cost saving opportunities and required solution times.
1.
Introduction and scope
One common problem at hospitals is the extreme variation in daily (even hourly) workload pressure for nurses. The operating room is considered to be the main engine and hence the main generator of variance in the hospital. It is our belief that integrating the operation room scheduling process with the nurse scheduling process is a simple, yet effective way to achieve considerable savings in staffing costs. The purpose of this paper is threefold. First of all, we present a concrete model that integrates both the nurse and the operating room scheduling process. Secondly, we show how the column generation technique approach, often employed for nurse scheduling problems, can easily cope with this model extension. Thirdly, by means of a large number of computational experiments we provide an idea of the cost saving opportunities and required solution times.
Model and solution approach
Our model is a generalization of the standard set covering model, which is often used for solving nurse scheduling problems. Let J be the set of feasible roster lines j and I be the set of demand periods i. An individual's roster line can be viewed as a sequence of days on and days off, where each day on contains a single shift identified by a label such as 'day', 'evening' or 'night'. Let a ij be 1 if roster line j contains an active shift during period i and 0 otherwise. The general integer decision variable x j , ∀j ∈ J indicates the number of individual nurses which are scheduled under roster line j. Instead of assuming the demand values fixed, we consider them to be dependent on the number and type of patients undergoing surgery in the hospital at each moment. Hence, the cyclical surgery schedule as a whole determines the precise distribution of the workload over time. Let K denote the set of possible workload patterns that could be generated by modifying the surgery schedule. These will be obtained by enumerating all possible ways of assigning operating blocks to the different surgeons, subject to surgery demand and capacity restrictions. Each workload pattern k is described by a number of periodic demands d ik ∀i ∈ I. Let z k be 1 if the surgery schedule that corresponds to workload k is chosen and 0 otherwise. Then, the problem can be stated as follows:
This model is very similar to models for integrating the scheduling of project tasks and employees Bailey, 1997, Alfares et al., 1999) . It is solved by first solving the linear programming relaxation and then using a branching scheme to drive the solution into integrality. As the number of possible roster lines and workload patterns is usually too large to allow complete, a-priori enumeration, column generation is applied to solve the LP relaxation (see e.g. Barnhart et al., 1998 , Caprara et al., 2003 , Bard and Purnomo, 2005a , Bard and Purnomo, 2005b , Mehrotra et al., 2000 , Jaumard et al., 1998 , Mehrotra et al., 2000 , Mason and Smith, 1998 . Hereby, we distinguish between two types of pricing problems: a shortest path problem for generating a new roster line and an integer program for generating a new surgery schedule with resulting workload pattern (see e.g. Beliën and Demeulemeester, 2004) . Extensive computational results on simulated data indicate that this integrated approach could lead to considerable savings in staffing costs and/or a more efficient use of available human resources.
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